Highlights from 2019/20

Freedom - Our One
Approach to Business

Welcome
I am pleased to present our key highlights, summarising our
achievements and progress in supporting our priority Sustainable
Development Goals – to provide decent work and economic
growth, tackle climate change and achieve a fairer society. We
also see our business playing an important role in fostering
innovation in our industry, making our clients’ facilities and
electricity infrastructure more resilient, reliable and efficient.
Our expertise in providing battery storage and EV charging
solutions, our POC-MAST innovation, our involvement in trials
to reduce power losses from transformers – these all bring
clear benefits to our industry, communities and environment.
As a business, we also set high standards to achieve zero
harm, reduce our carbon footprint and provide equal
opportunities to all employees. You can read about the
progress we are making in this summary report.
If you have any comments, feedback or ideas please e-mail
sustainability@freedom-group.co.uk. We would love to hear
from you.

PETER JONES
Managing Director
Services Division

Awards

How we performed in 2019-2020
INDUSTRY, INNOVATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE
º Completed the installation of a POC-MASTTM
º Achieved a Net Promoter Score of 50.

DECENT WORK AND ECONOMIC GROWTH
º Accident Frequency Rate (AFR) was zero, Lost Time Injury
Frequency Rate (LTIFR) was also zero
º 240 employees attended the Behavioural Change training events
º Increased awareness of mental health issues.

CLIMATE ACTION

º Reduced normalised carbon emissions by 1%
º Maintained zero waste to landfill and diverted 2 tonnes of
plastic for re-processing.

REDUCED INEQUALITIES
º Ongoing pursuit to shape our equality and inclusion strategy.

PARTNERSHIPS FOR THE GOALS
º Contributed to the Group’s target of raising £75,000 for
the British Heart Foundation by September 2020.

Partner of choice in our industry

EV and battery storage
We provide a site finder for stand-alone or grid level battery storage schemes,
integrating PV and smart energy management. We offer EV charging solutions,
from single points of use to multi-site smart systems, fully integrated with energy
storage. We offer turnkey funder solutions for:
Grid level and
smart systems
integration

Stand-alone
and integrated
solutions

Innovation
POC-MASTTM is our patented solution
for connections into the high voltage
electricity network. It eliminates the
need for constructing a new tower,
no need for deep excavations, saving
time, cost and up to 30 tonnes of
concrete on a project. It’s currently
installed in UK Power Networks with
other projects set to follow.

Freedom’s expertise has
been sought by Northern
Powergrid to install super low
loss amorphous transformers,
which can reduce energy
losses by up to 90%.

Our latest testing technology
POLESTATTM accurately
examines wooden poles on
electricity network for any
actual decay and deterioration,
helping our clients to extend
the lifespan of the poles.

Net Promoter Score Freedom achieved 50 NPS target

Smart buildings
& energy system
management

A safe and sustainable business
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Behavioural Change

240

employees attended our Behavioural Change
training courses, learning how to change unsafe
habits and how to support positive attitudes
towards safety.

1%
Carbon footprint 4640 tonnes of CO2e
Our normalised carbon footprint has
reduced to 33.47 tonnes of CO2e per million
turnover (from 33.68).

Cleaner air
Our vehicle idling
hours reduced by

16%

on previous year. Our new vans are
fitted with Euro 6 engines and stop
start technology.

2,307 tonnes of waste was produced
10 tonnes of wood waste re-used
2 tonnes of plastic waste re-processed

493

Freedom employees and
our franchisees attended
our half-day Environmental
Training course.

We have worked
with our franchise
network to ensure
they also operate a
modern fleet. 80%
of our franchise
vehicles are now
under 6 years old

Freedom employs
772 people and

15% of our staff
are female

Employer of choice

10

Apprentices
within
Freedom

Armed Forces
Covenant
In order to support the
recruitment of ex-forces
personnel in our business,
we have conducted two
internal workshops. These
workshops helped us agree
the job roles applicable
to ex-military and discuss
mentoring and support
networks for new starters
from military backgrounds.

In Freedom we employ

35

ex-forces
employees

(increased from 31 in 2018/19).

We also employ 352 people
through our franchise
network of 118 partners.

Wellbeing
We have launched our
e-learning module to
all employees across
the Group to understand how we can
manage and improve our own wellbeing
and support others’ wellbeing.

Jointing school
Freedom runs a jointing
school, training new jointers
for work on low voltage
networks. 48 jointers were trained last
year and 120 since it opened in 2017.

120

jointers trained
since 2017

Giving something back

Community
Wood Recycling
Freedom partners with
Community Wood Recycling for the
collection and re-use of our wood waste.
10 tonnes of our wood was processed
into kindling and woodchip. With every
tonne they collect, they create work and
training opportunities for
disadvantaged people. This
is supporting the principles
of the circular economy.

Supply Chain
Sustainability School
We have been a proud member of the School
since 2017 and together with our parent
company, NG Bailey, we collaborate with
other partners on the FM Leadership Group to
shape sustainability agenda in the industry.

Freedom supported
our parent company,
NG Bailey, in fundraising

over £75,000

for British Heart
Foundation, and donated
£1,200 to local charities.

Trees
In partnership with
Yorkshire Water and Aire
Rivers Trust, a group of our
volunteers planted 500 trees
to help improve the local habitat and reduce
the risk of flooding in the Aire Valley.

Freedom forms part of the UKPN
Biodiversity Working Group

Biodiversity
improvements
Freedom works with many partners and
volunteers to enhance biodiversity across the
EDF estate. This involved planting over 820
hedging whips last year. We also undertook
trials of Foamstream,
which uses steam and
a biodegradable foam
to control invasive
species, reducing the
use of herbicides.
The Biodiversity
Benchmark was
retained at all EDF sites.

Our future targets 2020-2021
INDUSTRY, INNOVATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE
º

Complete another installation of a POC-MASTTM.

DECENT WORK AND ECONOMIC GROWTH
º

Achieve zero harm

º

200 employees to complete wellbeing
e-learning module.

CLIMATE ACTION
º

Reduce normalised carbon emissions by 5%

º

Reduce plastic and wood waste by two tonnes.

REDUCED INEQUALITIES
º

Achieve the Silver Award from the Defence
Employer Recognition Scheme.

PARTNERSHIPS FOR THE GOALS
º

Engage with our supply chain to raise awareness
of Sustainable Development Goals.

